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Designation of FISC and FISCR Judges

The goal in this area is to create a process that is less cumbersome and political than the system for appointing 
and confirming Article III judges but nonetheless produces an ideologically diverse Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court (FISC) and a moderate Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review (FISCR).

• The Chief Judge of each federal judicial circuit, except the Federal Circuit, shall select one judge 
to serve on the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC). Chief Judges get their positions 
through a combination of ability and seniority. As a result, they are an ideologically diverse group even 
when the political branches are controlled by one party. Chief Judges will also have experience directly 
reviewing the decisions of district court judges in their circuits, giving them greater knowledge of the 
ideology and competency of potential FISC judges.

• The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court shall nominate judges to serve on the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court of Review (FISCR), which hears appeals of FISC rulings, but six justices of the 
Supreme Court must vote to approve the Chief’s nomination. To get the votes of six justices, a 
FISCR nominee must generally not be outside of the judicial mainstream. 

Creating an Adversarial Process for FISA Rulings

The goal in this area is to ensure that FISC case law cannot change dramatically without judges having the 
benefit of an adversarial process that allows as much public input as possible.

• A “special advocate” shall be able to contest the government’s position on significant legal rulings.

o There shall be an Office of the Special Advocate (OSA), headed by a Special Advocate selected 
by the Presiding Judge of the FISCR from a list submitted by the Privacy and Civil Liberties 
Oversight Board. The Special Advocate shall serve for a term of five years but may be re-
appointed through the same process by which he or she was appointed.

o The OSA is empowered to review FISC opinions and identify those that constitute significant 
legal interpretations. When the OSA designates an opinion as a significant legal interpretation, a 
mandatory review by the FISCR is triggered.

o Upon FISCR review, the Special Advocate or his or her designee within the OSA shall present 
arguments in opposition to the government’s position. 

• The public shall have an opportunity to submit amicus curiae briefs to the FISCR.

o When the OSA designates a significant legal interpretation, the FISC is required to generate a 
summary of its legal opinion intended for public consumption. The Attorney General shall 
immediately declassify this summary opinion to the extent consistent with legitimate national 
security considerations.



o Interested parties are invited to submit amicus briefs to the FISCR based on the declassified 
opinion. 

o Upon rendering a judgment, the FISCR shall generate a summary of its legal opinion intended 
for public consumption. The Attorney General shall immediately declassify this summary 
opinion to the extent consistent with legitimate national security considerations.


